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Abstract 

Finding the most suitable co-author is one of the most important ways to conduct 
effective research in scientific fields. Data science has contributed to achieving this 
possibility significantly. The present study aims at designing a mathematical model of 
co-author recommender system in bioinformatics using graph mining techniques and 
big data applications. The present study employed an applied-developmental research 
method and a mixed-methods research design. The research population consisted 
of all scientific products in bioinformatics in the PubMed database. To achieve the 
research objectives, the most appropriate effective features in choosing a co-author 
were selected, prioritized, and weighted by experts. Then, they were weighted using 
graph mining techniques and big data applications. Finally, the mathematical co-
author recommender system model in bioinformatics was presented. Data analysis 
instruments included Expert Choice, Excel, Spark, Scala and Python programming 
languages in a big data server. The research was conducted in four steps: (1) identifying 
and prioritizing the criteria effective in choosing a co-author using AHP; (2) deter-
mining the correlation degree of articles based on the criteria obtained from step 1 
using algorithms and big data applications; (3) developing a mathematical co-author 
recommender system model; and (4) evaluating the developed mathematical model. 
Findings showed that the journal titles and citations criteria have the highest weight 
while the abstract has the lowest weight in the mathematical co-author recommender 
system model. The accuracy of the proposed model was 72.26. It was concluded that 
using content-based features and expert opinions have high potentials in recom-
mending the most appropriate co-authors. It is expected that the proposed co-author 
recommender system model can provide appropriate recommendations for choosing 
co-authors on various fields in different contexts of scientific information. The most 
important innovation of this model is the use of a combination of expert opinions and 
systemic weights, which can accelerate the finding of co-authors and consequently 
saving time and achieving a greater quality of scientific products.
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Introduction
Scientific collaboration in various fields has increased because of the growth in knowl-
edge production and the increase in interdisciplinary knowledge. Some current scientific 
research requires the collaboration of hundreds of scientists with different specialties 
[1]. An increase in scientific collaboration has been a prominent feature of the evolu-
tion of science, at least since the beginning of the twentieth century [2–5]. These col-
laborations can be done at the intra-institutional, inter-institutional, domestic, and 
international levels. One of the researchers’ concerns in choosing a co-author is to find 
individuals who can help them achieve the best and most appropriate scientific results. 
Identifying such individuals is researchers’ one of the most critical issues that can lead 
to saving time, achieving more efficiency, and synergizing results. Achieving such a net-
work requires a social network of authors whose members are as nodes and directionless 
edges represent two authors with a joint article [6]. One of these network types is the 
static social networks type of which the bibliographic information networks subtype is 
significant. An example of such a network is the PubMed1 database. This information 
network consists of bibliographic data on medical science and information provided by 
the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) at the National Library of 
Medicine (NLM). Bioinformatics is an interdisciplinary field that combines elements of 
computer science, information technology, mathematics, statistics, and biotechnology, 
providing methods for extracting information and biological processes for knowledge 
discovery [7].

Due to the interdisciplinary nature and large volume of articles in bioinformatics, the 
need to use the methods and algorithms of recommender systems and link prediction 
methods is quite necessary for predicting and recommending co-authors. Further, graph 
theory is an important topic for information network analysis. Typically, in this method, 
the network dataset is represented as a graph in which the nodes within the network, 
the vertices of the graph, and the connections among the nodes form the graph links. 
One of the most important challenges in the field of graphs is the growing size of the 
data graph that sometimes involves millions of vertices and edges, making it so diffi-
cult to understand the graph that even many computer programs cannot analyze them. 
Therefore, big data tools are recommended for analyzing such large network graphs [8]. 
Some researchers have also used these tools to establish a recommender system. Dah-
douh et al. used the parallel FP growth algorithm provided by the Spark Framework to 
implement the Hadoop ecosystem [47]. Nassar et al. have worked on establishing a pro-
posed system based on deep learning. By combining deep neural network and matrix 
factorization, they have introduced a multi-criteria participatory filtering recommender 
[48]. Given the above, the need for a co-author recommender system to help research-
ers find their best potential research colleagues seems necessary. Given that no research 
has been presented to provide such a system in bioinformatics and the expert opinions 
and weights in this field have not been used in designing the recommender system, the 
present study attempts to present a co-author recommender system using link predic-
tion algorithms, network analysis, big data tools, content-based systems, co-author 

1 https ://pubme d.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
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recommender system, and expert opinions. Via graph theory, this system predicts and 
proposes a potential co-author for a researcher in bioinformatics. This model can be 
useful for other disciplines and databases. Also, it can help predict and recommend co-
authors according to the content-based criteria.

In this study, first, the criteria effective in choosing co-authors were identified. Then, 
they were prioritized and weighted using AHP. Next, the criteria were weighted using 
algorithms and big data applications. After that, the weights obtained from both steps 
were integrated to obtain a mathematical co-author recommender system model. Finally, 
the proposed model was evaluated.

Research objectives
This study aimed to develop a mathematical co-author recommender system model in 
bioinformatics using graph mining techniques and big data applications. To achieve this 
main objective, the following secondary objectives were considered: 

1. Identifying and prioritizing the criteria effective in choosing co-authors using AHP;
2. Determining the correlation degree of bioinformatics articles based on the “article 

titles”, “abstracts”, “keywords”, “journal titles”, and “institutional affiliation” criteria 
using graph data mining techniques and big data applications;

3. Presenting a mathematical co-author recommender system model in bioinformatics 
using graph mining techniques and big data applications; and.

4. Evaluating the proposed model using graph mining techniques and big data applica-
tions.

Methodology
The present study employed an applied-developmental research method and a mixed-
methods (quantitative and qualitative) research design. The research was conducted in 
four stages. It is notable that we developed a mathematical model of the co-author rec-
ommender system using graph mining techniques or graph theory and big data applica-
tions. The matrix tables represented by graph theory for each question. Also, the tools 
and modules represented by using big data. Such as normalizer, pyspark.mllib.linalg.
distributed.

Step 1: identifying and prioritizing the criteria effective in choosing a co‑author using AHP

In this step, the criteria for choosing a co-author were identified by reviewing litera-
tures related to the subject. The qualitative focus group method was used to identify and 
determine the validity of the weighting criteria questionnaire. Focus group research is a 
way of collecting qualitative data from an informal group discussion on a specific topic 
[9]. At this stage, the necessary calculations to determine the priority of each element of 
the decision were done using the data of pairwise comparison matrices. A preferential 
judgments questionnaire was designed with 30 questions and distributed among eight 
bioinformatics, biology, and scientometrics researchers and authors. Finally, the final 
weights of the criteria were obtained with an incompatibility rate of 0.8. The matrices 
were formed and analyzed via Expert Choice software.
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Step 2: Determining the correlation degree of bioinformatics articles based on the criteria 

obtained from step 1 using algorithms and big data applications

This step was done via a quantitative approach so that the mathematical co-author rec-
ommender system model was implemented using prediction algorithms, text mining, 
and big data tools based on graph theory and using Python and Scala programming lan-
guages. In this section, all scientific productions in bioinformatics, including 699,160 
articles published in the PubMed database until the time of reviewing them (January 
2010- December 2019), were examined. This dataset was downloaded in XML format 
with a volume of 18 GB and used in research. The complete graph was plotted separately 
for the research criteria and the edge weight was calculated separately. At this stage, to 
retrieve all synonyms and related words in bioinformatics, the Medical Subject Headings 
(MeSH) database was searched. The search procedure was as follows:

computational biology[MeSH Words] OR medical information science[MeSH Words] OR bio informatics[MeSH 
Words] OR biology, computational[MeSH Words] OR bioinformatics[MeSH Words] OR information science, 
medical[MeSH Words] OR bioinformatic[MeSH Words] OR computational molecular biology[MeSH Words]
OR information technology, health[MeSH Words] OR biologie, computational molecular[MeSH Words] OR 
technology, health information[MeSH Words] OR biology, computational molecular[MeSH Words] OR health 
informatics[MeSH Words] OR computational molecular biologie[MeSH Words] OR informatics, medical[MeSH 
Words] OR molecular biologies, computational[MeSH Words] OR informatics, clinical[MeSH Words] OR 
molecular biology, computational[MeSH Words] OR computer science, medical[MeSH Words] OR bio-
informatics[MeSH Words] OR science, medical computer[MeSH Words] OR health information 
technologies[MeSH Words] OR health information technology[MeSH Words] OR medical computer 
sciences[MeSH Words] OR bio-informatic[MeSH Words] OR medical computer science[MeSH Words] OR 
clinical informatics[MeSH Words] OR informatics, health[MeSH Words] OR medical information sciences 
OR[MeSH Words] OR medical informatics[MeSH Words]

.

It is notable that selected “keywords” in this research were extracted from Kiani 
et al. [10].

Step 3: Developing the mathematical co‑author recommender system model

Python and Scala programming languages were used to implement the mathematical 
co-author recommender system model. Important modules and libraries used in this 
research are:

Numpy, scikit-learn, SparkContext, SparkContext - PySpark Shell, SparkSession, pyspark.sql.functions, 
monotonically_increasing_id, pyspark.ml.feature, Hashing, TF, IDF, Normalizer, 
pyspark.mllib.linalg.distributed, IndexedRow, IndexedRowMatrix, scala.xml.XML, spark.implicits, graphx, 
SparkContext, RDD, SQL, scala-xml, OS, SYS

Due to the large volume of data, it could not be analyzed by a usual system., so the 
researchers connected to the Astek big data server and all operations were performed 
on it. The specifications of the system used are given in Table 1.

Using a mixed-methods approach and the weights obtained from the expert opin-
ions in the first stage as well as the weights obtained by the system in the second step, 
the final mathematical co-author recommender system model was presented.

Table 1 Characteristics of the system used for data processing

Specification System tools

Intel® Xeon (R) CPU X5670 @2.93 GHZ CPU

32 GB RAM Size

24 #Core

Centos 6.9 Linux
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Step 4: Evaluating the mathematical co‑author recommender system model

In the evaluation step of the proposed system, the 2019 articles were selected as a test, 
and the rest of the articles 2010-2018 as training (Table 2). According to the Pareto prin-
ciple, many outcomes account for approximately 80% of the consequences of 20% of the 
causes [49]. Here, for predictive modeling, the train:test considered 80:20 percent. They 
then were evaluated using the accuracy criterion of the proposed system. It is notable 
that accuracy is only used to test. Also, as the amount of data in the dataset increases, 
the amount of data for testing decreases.

Findings
In this section, the findings obtained based on the research questions are expressed in 
order:

Identifying and prioritizing the effective criteria in choosing a co‑author using AHP

At this step, six criteria including “journal titles, citations, article titles, organizational 
affiliation, keywords, and abstracts” were selected based on the expert opinions, the data 
available in the PubMed database, and feedback from the members of the focus group. 
The relevant questionnaire was designed Saaty’s [11] 9-point scale and the pairwise 
comparisons matrix of expert opinions (eight experts) was calculated based on group 
AHP. The “journal titles, citations, article titles, organizational affiliation, keywords, and 
abstracts” criteria gained the priority weights of 0.374, 0.374, 0.091, 0.075, 0.055, and 

Table 2 train/test dataset percentage

Dataset/Year 2010–2018 2019 No. of the articles

Training dataset ≃20% 137,035

Testing dataset ≃80% 562,125

Total 699,160

0.374

0.374

0.091

0.075

0.055 0.031

cita�ons journal �tles paper �tles affilia�ons Keywords Abstracts
Fig. 1 The weights of the criteria using AHP
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0.031, respectively (Fig. 1). The citations criterion was removed during the implementa-
tion phase because this criterion was not available for all PubMed database articles and 
increased the calculation errors.

Calculating the correlation degree of bioinformatics articles with each other based 

on the “article titles”, “abstracts”, “keywords”, “journal titles” and “organizational affiliation” 

criteria using graph extraction techniques and big data applications

At this stage, the datasets stored in the PubMed database were retrieved in XML format 
by using the PubMed tool. Then, they were distributed and parsed using the Spark. The 
PMID tags, authors name, organizational affiliation, article titles, keywords, abstracts, 
year of publication, and journal titles were saved in an Excel file. The Scala programming 
language has a library called scala-xml for analyzing XML documents via the original file 
was parsed and its tags extracted. The data output is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Then, to accelerate the searches and unify the authors’ first and last names as keys and 
nodes, the keys are converted to array indices via the hash function (Fig. 3).

At this stage, using the Python programming language, the Spark was called. To obtain 
the weight of similarity between the criteria, first, a complete graph of all the authors 
was formed in pairs, in which the authors used as graph nodes, and edges between the 
two authors are an expression from the similarity weights of “article titles”, “abstracts”, 
“keywords”, “journal titles”, “organizational affiliation” (Fig. 4).

In this step, to calculate the weights, the features were first converted to words. To 
do this, CountVectorizer, provided by the scikit-learn library for vectorization of the 
sentences, was employed. CountVectorizer converted sentences to a set of tokens. 
Besides, it removes special punctuation and characters and applies prepositions to 
each word. In the next step, the text is converted to the attribute vector, and the inci-
dence matrix is formed for each attribute. The word frequency vector or the incidence 

Fig. 2 Extracting and saving the criteria

Fig. 3 Converting keys to array indices via the hash function
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of words is calculated for each attribute (Table 3). The distance between the two fea-
tures is obtained based on cosine similarity. To do this, first, the words are used as 
vectors, for example, the vector of Article title 1 us formed as (2,1,0,0,0,0,0,0), and the 
vector of Article title 2 is formed as (1,1,0,4,0,0,0,1). Next, their cosine similarities are 
obtained in pairs (Table 4), i.e. the cosine similarity of Article title 1 with Article title 
2; Article title 1 with Article title 2, and Article title 1 with Article title n. The numeri-
cal cosine similarity ranges from 0 to 1. If the two vectors (article titles) are the same, 
the cosine distance value is 1, and if the two vectors (article titles) are completely dif-
ferent, the cosine distance value is 0.

The cosine distance between the two Article titles 1 and 2 is as follows:

Fig. 4 The complete graph among the criteria

Table 3 Incidence of words and matrices for the article titles criterion 

Informatics graph
Retrieval Journal 
Information

Informatics graph
Retrieval Journal 
Information

Article Title 3

FuzzygraphInformationJournalRetrievalinformaticGenomInternetWord
22Article Title 1

1422Article Title 2
11112Article Title 3

WordsTextArticle Title
Internet GenomInternet GenomArticle Title 1
Internet  Retrieval 
Genom  Fuzzy

Retrieval Genom Retrieval
Fuzzy Retrieval Internet 
Retrieval

Article Title 2

Table 4 Cosine similarity of article titles

T3 T2 T1

0 0.31 1 T1

0.41 1 0.31 T2

1 0.41 0 T3
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Article Title Vector 1: (2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Article Title Vector 2: (1, 1, 0, 4, 0, 0, 0, 1).

Formula 1 Cosine similarities.
The next process is the inverse document frequency (IDF) calculation, which is the 

normalization of the word frequency. The IDF calculation is based on the following 
formula 2:

Formula 2. IDF calculation.
If a word is present in all documents, its Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) value 

is zero.
For example, if the number of article titles is 1,000,000 and the number of 

article titles containing the word “internet” is 1000, the IDF is obtained as 
follows:IDF(internet) = log (1000000/1000) = 3

In the next step, the TF-IDF is calculated. That is, for each word, the number of 
incidence of that word in a text is multiplied by the frequency of the document (the 
Formula 3).

Formula 3 TF-IDF calculation.
In the next step, the obtained weights are placed as the weights of the features of 

two authors’ articles. The output of the weights obtained is shown in Fig. 5.

cos θ =
t1.t2

|t1||t2|
=
2× 1 + 1× 1 + 0× 0 + 0× 4 + 0× 0 + 0× 0 + 0× 0 + 0× 1

√

22 + 12 ×
√

12 + 12 + 42 + 12

=
3

√
5 ∗ 19

= 0.31

IDFj = log(N/|{i : tj ∈ di}|

wm,= freqm, i × log(N/nm)

Fig. 5 Matrix of the criteria of the articles
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Presenting a mathematical co‑author recommender system model 
in bioinformatics using graph mining techniques and big data applications
At this stage, the mathematical co-author recommender system model of bioinformatics 
products using graph mining techniques and big data applications is presented. To this 
end, a complete graph of the authors of all articles that were formed in the second stage, 
nodes of authors and edges between two authors, the similarity weights of the article 
titles, abstracts, keywords, journal titles, and organizational affiliation criteria were inte-
grated with the weights obtained by the experts obtained in the first step. Then, the final 
weight between the two nodes was calculated. The final weight for predicting co-author 
was obtained via the formula below:

Similarity nodes = weightArticleTitle * 0.091+ weightabstrac * 0.031+ weightkeyword * 0.055 
+ weightaffiliation * 0.075 + weightTitleJournal * 0.374 

Formula 4 Mathematical Model of the Co-author Recommender System.

Evaluating the mathematical co‑author recommender system model of bioinformatics 

using graph mining techniques and big data applications

For evaluating the model, the authors with more than 4 articles were filtered to obtain 
a database that is compatible with the hardware used for the present study. Then 2019 
articles were selected for testing and the rest of the articles for training. The evaluation 
criterion is accuracy. The accuracy of the co-author recommender system in bioinfor-
matics was 72.26 (Table 5).

If the authors with more articles are filtered, higher accuracy can be achieved. The 
more articles authors have in the database, the more knowledge they inject into the 
model, and the more accurate the model becomes.

By filtering the authors with five articles, an accuracy of 79, more than 10 articles, an 
accuracy of 98, and more than 15, an accuracy of 100 were achieved (Fig. 6).

Discussion and conclusion
The increasing speed of scientific production has become a serious challenge for 
researchers. Computer algorithms with access to high knowledge can make a great con-
tribution to the spread of science [12]. Many previous studies [13–16] have examined 
the authors’ collaboration using Social Network Analysis (SNA). Some researchers have 
used semantic networks to predict research trends [12] while others have predicted sci-
entific productions in databases [17–19]. However, no research has been found to pre-
dict and co-author recommender systems in bioinformatics using systems methods and 
expert opinions.

One of the important issues for researchers is to use the researchers’ opinions and 
ideas to select a scientific partner. According to experts in the focus group, identifying 

Table 5 Evaluating the co‑author recommender system model of bioinformatics

Accuarcy =
Correctly det ectedlinks

alllinks

Number of each author’s articles Accuracy

>4 72.26

== 3 No processability

== 2 No processability
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core authors are not the only factor in choosing a co-author. The authors think that core 
authors have no desire to co-author with them at all, or that university researchers are 
reluctant to work with a colleague at the same university [20]. The success of scientific 
articles depends on other factors such as social impact [21]. As many criteria involved in 
choosing co-authors, the expert opinions are critical.

Further, many criteria are involved in choosing a co-author. In this research, to pre-
sent the mathematical co-author recommender system model, first, using the AHP 
technique, effective criteria in choosing the co-author were identified and prioritized. 
The criteria such as “thematic phrases in article titles”, “thematic phrases in abstracts”, 
“thematic phrases in the keywords assigned to articles”, “similarity of authors’ organi-
zational affiliations”, “similarity in citations”, and “publication of articles in specialized 
journals” were considered suitable for weighting according to the expert opinions. Then 
the desired properties were extracted from the PubMed database in the XML format 
and saved in an Excel file. Due to the large volume of data, the Spark processing engine, 
which is scalable and distributable, was employed. Then the complete graph of the 
authors was drawn and the weight of the features was calculated as the edge. Finally, the 
mathematical model was designed and evaluated for a co-author recommender system. 
The results show that according to experts, the similarity in journal titles and joint cita-
tions has the highest score and the criterion of abstracts is less important than other 
criteria. Cabanac [22] considered the content of journals as the most important fac-
tor for scientific recommender systems. He also believed that a way for researchers to 
continuously review scientific texts about their field, as well as scientific texts in related 
fields, is to read related journal articles and conference papers. It can be inferred that the 
authors choose joint articles based on their specialty and subject matters. For example, 
two authors specializing in the genome publish their articles in a genome-related jour-
nal. Using the journal titles criterion can fill the gap in documenting the authors’ names 
and journal titles because one of the uses of journal titles is to document the authors’ 
names, as mainly specific authors select related journals based on their specific and the-
matic expertise.

Cota et al. [23] debugged the authors’ names with the hypothesis that authors are 
more inclined to publish articles on the same subject and place of publication using 

72.26 79
98 100

0
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

4 5 10 15 Author 
number
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N

Fig. 6 Investigating the number of authors and accuracy
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similar functions. His results showed that it was 12% more accurate than the super-
vised and unsupervised methods. Han et al. [24] used the similarity measurement of 
the authors ‘names and the article keywords using the probability model to remove 
the ambiguity of the authors’ names.

Regarding the article titles criterion, reviewing articles shows that many authors 
used TF-IDF [25–29]. Beel et  al. [30] stated that about 70% of the weighting meth-
ods used the TF-IDF approach. The cosine similarity criterion was also used more 
than other criteria. Comparing similarity criteria in recommender systems, Magara, 
Ojo, and Zuva [31] conclude that cosine similarity has the best performance com-
pared to other similarity criteria. Salton and Buckley and Rathipriya, Thiyagarajann, 
and Thangavel [27, 32] considered the cosine similarity criterion to be superior to 
the Hamming similarity criterion for the design of the web recommender systems. 
Hasheminejad, Motieeyan, and Nasiri [33] showed that cosine similarity and Manhat-
tan similarity calculation have better results from Euclidean distance.

One of the reasons for the popularity of the cosine distance is that it is very suit-
able for evaluation, especially for scattered vectors [34]. Kamyar [35] stated that the 
cosine distance is one of the best similarity algorithms that has higher accuracy than 
the Jaccard index and the Levenshtein distance. TF-IDF and cosine similarity are used 
to find similarities in the article titles. The title of each article is a manifestation of the 
identity of that article. It is the first manifestation of the text that the reader encoun-
ters. The article titles are containers whose objects are the main ideas of the texts.

In humanities research, because some article titles are expressed metaphorically, 
the degree of adaptation is less, but in bioinformatics, the specificity of the article 
titles is important. Davarpanah [36] examined the degree of compatibility of Persian 
article titles with their content in different scientific groups and observed that the 
article titles in humanities, compared to medical article titles, have less compatibility 
with the content. In this study, the article titles criterion gained more weight from 
expert opinions than organizational affiliation, keywords, and abstracts criteria. Nas-
cimento et al. [37] considered the word weights in the article titles to be three times 
higher than the word weights in the body of texts. Mooney and Roy and Li et al. [17, 
28] used the work titles criterion to design a book and articles recommender system. 
Achary [38] employed the article titles criterion in the content-based part of his rec-
ommender system.

Keywords are concepts defining the content of articles. Keyword search not only 
retrieves relevant documents but also documents that cannot be retrieved by subject 
search Aanonson & Ghareh Chamani [39, 40] used keywords of articles to recom-
mend articles. Only using this criterion he designed an article recommender system. 
Mooney and Roy [17] designed a recommender system based on thematic wordinol-
ogy, which is based on Bayesian algorithms to recommend books to Amazon book 
customers and buyers. Achary [38] used keyword tags in his recommendation system. 
Krenn & Zeilinger [12] developed a method for building a semantic network using 
keywords called SEMNET. They used SEMNET to predict future research trends 
and to inspire personal and surprising ideas in science. Sun et al. [41] employed the 
subject matter criterion to predict the co-authorship in heterogeneous bibliographic 
networks in the DBLP collaboration network. Using the content-based method and 
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TF-IDF algorithm, Chirita et al. [29] developed a recommender system for keywords 
on web pages by extracting important keywords from them.

The abstracts criterion is important because they provide comprehensive research 
information. An abstract contains the most important content and focus of a scientific 
article that authors tend to write with great effort. Metadata such as article titles, author 
names, year of publication, and place of publication are common, retrievable, and acces-
sible criteria in most databases for similarity, but retrieving abstracts is not easy in most 
databases.

Cabanac [22] considered access to text and abstracts of scientific texts to be very 
costly and difficult to process. According to expert opinions, the similarity criterion was 
ranked fifth based on the abstracts criterion. When the articles of two authors are very 
similar in words of their abstracts, it shows that the two authors have a similar scientific 
trend in a subject area. This criterion was not used in previous research to predict and 
recommend a co-author. It seems that the massive and heavy processing of this part and 
also the lack of proper data are the factors that the researchers have omitted.

Organizational affiliation is one of the most important criteria for choosing a co-
author. One of the biggest concerns of a personal researcher is to locate potential col-
leagues whose expertise complements his or her best skills [42]. Some researchers select 
people who belong to their organization and in their region to create and organize their 
research team. Some researchers prefer to work with researchers from outside their 
organizations. Departments, laboratories, schools, and all academic institutions create 
constraints for researchers due to competition with other institutions. The most impor-
tant reason for this competition is the financial support of the government and officials 
[43]. Makarov, Bulanov, and Zhukov [20] found that researchers at the Higher School of 
Economics (HSE) University often collaborated with researchers from other universities. 
Organizational affiliation is an important criterion that researchers used in altmetrics 
and bibliometrics [13, 44–46].

Although evaluating this model is at an acceptable level according to filtering four 
authors and more than 72.26, no comparison was made because there was no research 
like. It is assumed that if there were no server restrictions and less than four authors did 
not filter articles, accuracy would be much higher.

Sufficient and efficient information is the basis of any decision making, thinking, and 
communication. The vast and growing number of publications in all fields of knowledge 
is incomprehensible to a human researcher. As a result, researchers must specialize in 
narrow disciplines that challenge the discovery of scientific connections beyond their 
field of research. Thus, access to structured knowledge from a large collection of journals 
can help push the boundaries of science [12]. Due to the increasing volume and growth 
of scientific articles, finding desired co-authors and co-researchers is a very difficult task 
and one of the main concerns of researchers. In this research, an attempt was made to 
provide a mathematical model that uses quantitative and systems methods in the macro 
data environment, as well as the expert opinions to recommend the best and most rele-
vant potential collaborator for an author. The results of this study show that the usability 
of content-based methods in recommender systems in static bibliographic networks to 
find co-authors has high efficiency in related retrieval. Content-based methods include 
using different sections of article contents such as titles, abstracts, and keywords to 
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present relevant articles due to their similarity to input articles. One of the practical and 
executive achievements of this project is to accelerate the retrieval of relevant authors 
and consequently saving time, achieving more efficiency, synergizing results, and obtain-
ing a higher quality of research works and scientific development if this system leads 
to a more appropriate and easier selection of co-authors. Due to the interdisciplinary 
nature of bioinformatics, researchers in this field cannot specialize in all its narrow sub-
disciplines. So, it is necessary to find co-authors in this field. In this research, in addi-
tion to systems methods, bioinformatics experts’ opinions were used to find a suitable 
co-author recommender system model. This model aligns the needs and concerns of 
the authors for the most similar co-author with their information demands and ensures 
the co-author recommendation more reliably. For future research, a comparison of the 
co-author prediction model based on behavioral characteristics and the co-author pre-
diction and recommendation model based on fuzzy algorithms can be done. Besides, 
presenting a model in other bibliographic networks such as Web of Science (WoS), com-
paring the co-author prediction and recommendation model without considering the 
expert weights, presenting and plotting the co-author recommender system model with 
other algorithms such as the Jaccard index; Euclidean distance; simple Bayesian infer-
ence; and neural networks, and creating and designing a co-author recommender appli-
cation or website are recommended.
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